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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

This paper examines traditional forms of self-government and their impact on
economic development, with special emphasis on the impact of these traditional forms
of government on aboriginal women. The paper provides a brief overview of traditional
forms of government, economic activity and the status of aboriginal women prior to
colonization and the Indian Act. The impact of the Indian Act is discussed throughout
the paper as a major influence in the recent history and development of aboriginal
people. Section two of the paper discusses self-government based on traditional
models as currently envisioned by aboriginal leaders, as well as current economic
activity. In this context, a number of issues are examined which impact on economic
development, such as land and resource issues, justice, health and welfare, education
and training, and socio-cultural issues. The section then looks at the status of
aboriginal women today and the specific problems and challenges they have to
overcome. The last section attempts to provide a political and economic "blueprint" for
the future of aboriginal nations.
The summary argument states that there can be no complete return to the old ways
and that self-government, self-determination and economic development will neither
be possible within the confines of the Indian Act nor without the full and equal
participation of aboriginal women. The paper concludes that, above all, economic
development and self-determination must be based on a healthy society which, in turn,
necessitates addressing the concerns of aboriginal women as well as a variety of
other issues which impact on both economic development and the quality of
sustainable self-government. Aboriginal women not only constitute fifty per cent of the
aboriginal population but they also hold in their hands, as primary caretakers of the
children, much of the future of the aboriginal peoples. It would seem, therefore, that a
purely traditional form of male-dominated self-government is an unrealistic proposal
which must fall short of the ultimate goal of political and economic independence of
aboriginal nations.
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INTRODUCTION

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal People has a sweeping mandate. Its Terms of
Reference include examining the relations between aboriginal and non-aboriginal
Canadians, the impact of the Indian Act on aboriginal peoples, and issues relating to
self-government. The Commission's mandate also includes examining the position of
aboriginal elders, women, and youth and the problems they are currently facing, as
well as addressing education and justice delivery, cultural issues, and social and
economic development of aboriginal people.

This paper will examine traditional forms of self-government and their impact on
economic development, with special emphasis on the impact of these traditional forms
of government on aboriginal women. The paper is divided into three sections.

The first section looks briefly at some traditional forms of aboriginal government and
economic activity, and the status of women in aboriginal societies prior to the event of
colonization and the Indian Act. Since the Indian Act has had a far-reaching impact
on all areas of life and is probably the most significant milestone in the history of
aboriginal peoples in the post-confederation period, section one will also briefly
discuss this piece of legislation and its intended purpose.

Some of the effects of the

Indian Act will be discussed in more detail in the following section.

1

Section two of this paper discusses self-government based on traditional models, as
currently envisioned by aboriginal leaders, and the impact of colonization and the
Indian Act on the aboriginal population, especially women. This section then sets the
framework for current economic activity and examines the importance of considering
economic issues in the broader context.

We believe that economic issues cannot be

viewed in isolation. This paper, therefore, looks at a number of areas which impact on
economic development such as land and resource issues, the Indian Act and its
restrictions, justice, health and welfare, education and training, and socio-cultural
issues. We believe that, unless these issues are addressed, economic development is
unattainable, or will be at best short-lived.
cannot be built on an "ailing" society.

It is our opinion that a healthy economy

In the third part of section two, the paper

examines in particular the position of aboriginal women today, the abuse, loss of
purpose and self-respect they have suffered, the lack of education and training, and
other barriers they have to overcome.

In summary, section two concludes that there can be no complete return to the old
ways and that self-government, self-determination and economic development will not
be possible within the confines of the Indian Act.
government

We also conclude that self-

and self-determination cannot be achieved without

economic

development and that economic success will be contingent on the efforts expanded
toward addressing all of the issues which impact on economic development, as
mentioned above. We also maintain that aboriginal women must become part of the
solution in order to develop sustainable governments, economies, and societies.

2

Section three attempts to provide a "blueprint" for the future in that it proposes a
generic-type model for self-government which would combine some of the old
traditional ways with features of other North American government models and
institutions.

The suggested "model" would have a cross-cultural foundation and it

would be applicable to the political, economic, and social realities of the 1990s.
Furthermore, the model takes into consideration the fact that fifty per cent of the
population are women. This section is followed by recommendations on how to begin
the process of healing for aboriginal women and how to set in motion a process which
would allow them to "return to themselves" and to become once again whole, healthy,
and productive members of their societies. Section three concludes with suggestions
for economic development possibilities.

It is, of course, not possible in a paper this size to discuss all of the issues in depth. An
attempt has been made to touch on all the important aspects of traditional forms of selfgovernment and economic development. The paper concludes that, first and foremost,
economic development must be based on a healthy society which, in turn,
necessitates that the challenges faced by aboriginal women receive special attention.
It is unlikely that aboriginal women will receive this kind of special attention from a
traditional, male-oriented model of self-government.

A purely traditional form of male-

dominated self-government, therefore, seems to be an unrealistic proposal. Although
based on traditional ways, self-government models must be of a cross-cultural nature
and incorporate currently relevant political, economic, social, and demographic
factors, institutions and processes.

Any form of self-government and economic

development will have to be functional within the larger context of Canadian society
and make possible a peaceful and successful co-existence with non-aboriginal
Canadians.

3

I.

ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMENT PRIOR TO CONTACT

1.

GOVERNMENT

The traditional governance structure varied from band to band and First Nation to First
Nation across the North American continent.

Political organization was generally

considered to be synonymous with territorial organization. Each political unit, in turn,
always included a number of families and/or larger residential kinship groups.

In a

number of areas, where the largest permanent unit was the family, population was
sparse and band organization weak, and no true political organization existed. At the
other end of the spectrum, on the plains, the prairies, and in the East, the aboriginal
population was large in many cases and complex political organizations had been
developed.

They often included hereditary chiefs, civil chiefs, and war leaders who

had very specific functions and duties to fulfill.

The Cheyenne, for example, had a

very complex political and social structure and they were governed by a civil council of
fourty-four chiefs. Most societies also had distinct systems of rank and social classes,
particularly on the Northwest Coast. In many instances, there was a strong relation of
kinship units to political units, as in the case of the Haida Nation. In British Columbia,
in over fifty per cent of the bands and tribes, ownership and inheritance of dwellings
were matri-centred, as was land tenure in many cases.'

One of the
itly at i'

important political "institutions" was the "potlatch" which was
centre of political and social organization.

The potlatch was a

~g of the people, often including people from surrounding nations.

1

According

Harold E. Driver, Indians of North America, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1961), Chapter 17
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to the Lheit-Lit'en Nation, the potlatch was usually a culmination of smaller earlier
meetings where individual issues were dealt with. At this final gathering, all people
were included so that everyone could participate in final discussions and be aware of
the decisions and agreements reached. The gathering dealt with territorial and justice
issues and was generally the main instrument of community control, community watch,
defence of the territory, and any issues relating to the community.2 The potlatch was of
similar importance to other First Nations.

In summary, before colonization, native peoples had social and political organizations
with distinct social classes which ranged from simpler structures to highly complex
systems of social control and governance.

Every individual fulfilled a particular role

and had a specific purpose within the community. Life unfolded much in harmony with
the seasons and the preoccupation of obtaining food, clothing, and shelter, and
protecting or expanding the territory. Furthermore, life took place within the framework
of a strong cultural background and a deeply engrained belief and value system.

2.

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Before colonization and the introduction of the European money-economy, economic
activity among aboriginal peoples varied according to territorial conditions and was
mostly confined to providing food and materials for shelter and clothing for the
immediate band or tribe. Any surplus would be given away at potlatch celebrations
and/or traded for goods from neighbouring tribes.
considerably after the arrival of the European settlers.

2

Lheit-Lit'en Nation, Return to the Balhats
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Trading activity increased

The more sedantry nations had more solid homes in the form of wooden longhouses
and well-established villages.

They engaged largely in agricultural or horticultural

activities, growing their own food supply.

In the coastal areas, in particular the

Northwest Coast, fishing was the major economic activity and salmon the staple diet.
Hunting was also a dominant means of obtaining a livelihood, especially in Canada.
Aboriginal people hunted for wild game and sea-mammals. The skins and furs were
used to produce clothing and, for the more nomadic tribes, shelter in the form of tents
or teepees. To supplement the food supply, the women, in most tribes,

gathered

roots and berries and they searched for edible wild plants as well as plants and herbs
which could be used for medicinal purposes. Plants were also collected to produce
household utensils, such as baskets, mats and other articles for everyday use.
Materials had to be gathered to make tools and weapons and, in the case of coastal
tribes, to build canoes.

Economic activity overall was very much motivated by and geared toward survival and
the provision of basic needs. Economic activity, therefore, took place mostly at the
subsistence level. Although distinct social classes existed and some tribes or Nations
were wealthier than others, which was usually a direct result of territorial conditions
and a particular abundance of one or more natural resources, the philosophy of
amassing wealth for its own sake, as a 'Tart pour Tart" exercise,
aboriginal peoples prior to European contact.

was foreign to

The philosophy of sharing was much

more predominant and it was also considered a great "victory" over neighbouring
tribes if one could give away an abundance of gifts at the potlatch.

6

3.

ABORIGINAL WOMEN

The role of women in the community also varied from nation to nation. Not much has
been written specifically on the role of women in aboriginal societies. However, it can
be said that women were generally respected and that they had important roles in
many societies.

As already pointed out, some Nations were matri-centred, some

societies had mixed systems, and some nations were patri-centred.

In a large part of

British Columbia, land tenure, land ownership, and inheritance of dwellings were
matri-centred and the post-nuptial residence of British Columbia's aboriginal peoples
was also frequently matrilocal, although mostly bilocal, i.e. the bride and groom took
up residence with either the parents of the bride or the parents of the groom.3 In most
northwestern nations, descent (affiliation in a kinship group) was also matrilineal.4
Therefore, and in spite of the fact that the upper classes of many nations practiced
polygyny (the marriage of one husband to two or more wives simultaneously),
aboriginal women had considerable powers.

This is borne out by the fact that

although men were usually in the official leading role as chiefs, diplomats, and
negotiators, these men were frequently selected, and dismissed, by a woman (or
women) of the tribe.

Women's "economic" activities varied from nation to nation. However, in most cases
they were in charge of gathering food supplies such as roots, plants, and berries,
weaving material for clothing, making clothing and household utensils. In some areas,
women also fished and hunted.

We believe that it is safe to say that, overall,

aboriginal women were at least of equal importance and status as aboriginal males
and that they had distinct duties and places in their respective communities.
^Driver, Indians of North America, p. 232 and maps 29-31
4
i6id, map 32
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4.

THE INDIAN ACT

Aboriginal peoples have been officially governed by the Canadian legislative system
since Confederation and the government of Canada has jurisdiction over "Indians and
lands reserved for Indians" under section 91 (24) of the British North America Act of
1867 (now entitled the Constitution Act. 1982).

In 1876, the federal government

introduced the Indian Act, which consolidated all existing laws concerning Indians in
the provinces and territories.

All other laws generally apply to Indians where they are

not in conflict with the Indian Act. The statute applies to "Registered Indians" and does
not apply to the Innuit, Métis, and non-Registered Indians.

The Indian Act has had two major revisions and a number of amendments since it was
first passed in 1876.

The first major revision became law in 1951.

It removed a

number of restrictions, such as prohibiting Indians from raising funds to press land
claims, and it created the Indian Register which records names, births, deaths, and
marriages of individuals registered with a band. The second major revision occurred
in 1985 with Bill C-31.

This amendment to the Indian Act was made in an attempt to

remove discriminatory clauses and to restore status and membership rights to
aboriginal people who had lost status due to these clauses. The discriminatory
clauses applied especially to aboriginal women who had married non-aboriginal
persons. Bill C-31, therefore, had a major impact on the number of Registered Indians
and on the the level of government services provided to them.
after Bill C-31 became law,

almost

In the first six years

fourteen thousand additional "Indians" have

qualified to be registered in British Columbia alone.
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Unfortunately the increase of

government services and levels of funding have, in many cases, not been
commensurate with the increase of registered members.5

The amendment also intended to increase control by Indian bands over their own
membership affairs by enabling bands to define their own membership codes and by
giving band councils additional bylaw powers over residency rights and the prohibition
or use of alcohol on the reserve. Bands can now adopt their own membership codes
which involves following certain procedures, getting approval from a majority of the
electors in the band, and notifying Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC). The
minister has no power to disallow a membership code or to approve or disapprove it.
Once the band has adopted a code, INAC is no longer responsible for maintaining a
membership list for that band.6

Bill C-31 created an important distinction between a person's status as registered
Indian and band membership. 7

Some "Indians" now have both status and band

membership whereas others may be registered with INAC without a band
membership.

Indian people can now have an individual relationship to the federal

government as well as an individual relationship with bands and their governments.
There was considerable controversy over Bill C-31 with regard to membership criteria,

increase of membership, provision of services and funding.

Indian governments,

therefore, have had mixed views about the amendment.8

5

BC Stats, Terminology and Aboriginal Peoples: the Nuances, (Victoria, B.C.: Ministry of
Finance and Corporate Relations, Planning and Statistics Division, August 1991), p.2
6
Frank Cassidy and Robert L. Bish, Indian Government, Its Meaning in Practice, (Lantzville,
B.C.: Oolichan Books and Halifax, Nova Scotia: The Institute for Research on Public Policy,
1989), p.62
7
ibid, p.62
8
ibid, p.63
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Many bands have adopted membership codes and, in many cases, these codes are
essentially citizenship codes.

As such, they provide the basis for government

arrangements which reflect the traditional and inherent nature of Indian government.
They also provide for the representation of many interests, and for checks and
balances , as all democratic governments must.

However, the powers provided

through Bill C-31 are still delegated powers.9

The key issue with the Indian Act is that, in spite of several amendments and attempts
to broaden the powers of Indian band government, "Indians" and Indian bands are still
essentially creatures of the federal government and they exist at the discretion and
pleasure of the Minister and the federal Cabinet.

Through the Act, the federal

government creates Indians, Indian Bands, and Indian government while holding title
to the land. Bands do not have coroporate status and, therefore, cannot hold title to
the land. The Minister has the power of disallowance over band bylaws within a
certain period of time and, in the final analysis, the Minister has the power to take away
the land.

The federal government does, however, have fiduciary responsibilities since

it holds the reserve lands in trust.

In summary, the Minister and the federal government still have sweeping powers via
the Indian Act over "Indians" and Indian band government.
the Act was to assimilate the "Indians".

The original purpose of

Attempts to achieve assimilation included

outlawing the potlatch, the creation of residential schools, and prohibiting children to
speak their language. These attempts have failed and when it became apparent that
assimilation was not possible,

9

i b i d , p.68

many of these provisions were abolished and

amendments were made to the Indian Act. However, the Act still governs the lives of
many aboriginal people.

Almost everyone agrees today that the Indian Act "is fundamentally flawed and beyond
saving. It is not based upon the recognition of Indian government. It is based upon its
denial in all but the most limited of ways." 10 The Indian Act and Indian Act government
can, therefore, not be seen as a foundation for aboriginal self-government and selfdetermination nor can it be the basis for economic development.

10

ibid, p.25

ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMENT

1.

TODAY

GOVERNMENT

Aboriginal people have waited for a long time for "white" governments to negotiate
with them in good faith and as equals. It is finally happening and the time has come
for aboriginal peoples to govern themselves once again. It is somewhat surprising that
it took so long since Canada's moral obligation to aboriginal self-government is quite
clearly defined in Article One of the International Convenant on Civil and Political
Rights. The article states that "all peoples have the right of self-determination.

By

virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development."

It would seem that the Canadian

government has acted in contravention of this article in the past.

Last year, however, the aboriginal peoples' drive for self-determination was finally
officially acknowledged and an agreement was reached between the federal
government and the aboriginal peoples, which were represented by the Assembly of
First Nations (AFN), the Native Council of Canada (NCC),
Canada, and the Métis National Council.

the Inuit Tapirisat of

According to the agreement, aboriginal

governments would be accorded the same status as the federal and provincial
governments, and would be recognized as a "third order" of government.

Without

going into the details of the accord at this time, the agreement proposed to recognize
aboriginal self-government in the Canadian constitution and to have aboriginal
peoples assume jurisdiction over education, social services, child welfare, economic
development and resource management, culture and language.

The agreement

became part of the Charlottetown Accord, which also dealt with other constitutional
issues such as Senate reform and Quebec's distinct status. The entire package was,
12

however, voted down in a nation-wide referendum on October 26. A discussion of the
referendum and its subsequent rejection are not within the realm of this paper.

Although there is general agreement at this time that the time for aboriginal selfgovernment has come, the issue is still surrounded by many questions as well as
some controversy and disagreement, not only among the non-aboriginal Canadian
population but also among aboriginal people themselves.
asked and remain unanswered for now.

Many questions are being

For example, what exactly does self-

government mean? How will it be applied? How is citizenship/membership of a First
Nation determined? Should the right to aboriginal self-government be entrenched in
the Canadian constitution? Will the unit of self-government be on a First Nation basis
or will it be a more local/regional unit? Or will the unit be a larger one and citizenship
become inter-tribal? How will self-government work in a city for the large off-reserve
population? Will reserves continue to exist? What will happen to the Indian Act? How
much will self-government cost and who will pay for it? Will the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms apply to aboriginal governments? Will the rights of aboriginal
women be protected?

Although no particular government model has been formulated to date (and there will

likely be a variety of models), there is great concern among aboriginal women that
aboriginal

government structures and institutions will be male-dominated and that

women will not have much input into the governing of their affairs. This concern is
largely based on the fact that negotiations for the agreement were, in fact, maledominated.

Women did not even have a seat at the negotiating table. The Native

Women's Association of Canada (NWAC) went as far as taking the federal government
to court and the Federal Court of Appeal ruled that the federal government violated the
rights of aboriginal women by excluding them from negotiations. The court also ruled
13

that their constitutional right to free speech was violated when they were excluded
from the unity talks. The judges also had "harsh words" for the Assembly of First
Nations and the other three negotiating organizations. Justice Patrick Mahoney wrote:
"By inviting and funding the participation of (other native) organizations in the current
constitutional review process and excluding the equal participation of NWAC, the
Canadian government has accorded the advocates of male dominated aboriginal selfgovernments a preferred position. It has thereby taken action which has had the effect
of restricting the'freedom of expression of aboriginal women in a manner offensive to
the Charter (of Rights and Freedoms)."' 1 These are fairly serious allegations and it
would seem that aboriginal women have reason to be concerned.

A number of government models are currently under discussion. No consensus has
yet been reached on whether the basis of self-government should be First Nations
Bands, Aboriginal communities, tribal Councils, individual First Nations with a common
language or tribal base, or political organizations. 12

It is not yet clear whether

traditional governments with hereditary chiefs and a Council of Elders should be
favoured over governments elected by legislation, or whether the model should
include both of these elements. The AFN leadership seems to lean more towards the
traditional model of self-government which worries the members of the NWAC and
aboriginal women in general.

They are concerned that membership codes in First

Nations would exclude them.

They want the participation of aboriginal women

guaranteed by legislation in the Constitution of Canada. 13

Aboriginal women also

want the continued protection of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms versus

1

'Stephen Bindman, "Native women's rights violated, judge rules", The Vancouver Sun,
(Vancouver, B.C., August 22, 1992) p. A4
,2
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, "Public Hearings - Overview of the First Round",
(Ottawa, October 1992), p.39
13
ibid, p.39
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the AFN who wants limits on the Charter to protect collective rights and who would
prefer to develop an aboriginal Charter which protects collective rights rather than
individual rights .

If we are to assume then that this traditional form of self-government, as envisioned by
the AFN, is the preferred model, we must ask ourselves what kind of decisions we can
expect from a male-dominated leadership. Can we expect those leaders to deal with
the wide-spread violence and abuse against women?

And what kind of accountability

will these leaders have? What will happen to the women who have been subjected to
abuse and/or have been the victims of discrimination because they married a nonaboriginal male? How will hereditary chiefs be accountable to their "citizens" or will
they simply wield unilateral and unlimited powers?

If the leadership consists of

hereditary chiefs who are appointed for life, who appoints them and what recourse
mechanisms do the "citizens" (and especially women) have? A number of women
have come forward during the past year and claimed that they have been victims
under the current system of unilateral power which chiefs hold, under the Indian Act.
One woman and her family were ordered off the reserve after she took into her home
children who had been abused.

Relatives of these children happened to be band

council members and they voted with the chief to order her to leave the reserve. This
does not appear to be an isolated incident. Women have been refused membership
(especially after Bill C-31) because they would take away housing and funding from
the other reserve members.

They have been refused housing, and the practice of

banishment from the reserve is believed to be widely abused.

If we are to be faced with a male-dominated and appointed government structure, how
will these leaders be held accountable for their decisons and actions and by whom?
Who will represent the "checks and balances" in the system?
15

In the days before

European contact, this was the task of the Elders and, in many cases, the women who
actually appointed the leaders and who also had the power to dismiss them. And what
in this proposed traditional system of government are the options for recourse if the
decisions made are not approved by the members or by a particular member? Where
do they go?

Looking briefly at the record of recent male-dominated negotiations, such as the
extensive, time-consuming and costly constitutional debates which resulted in the
Charlottetown accord, we note here that this agreement obviously did not reflect the
consensus of the Canadian population since a majority of aboriginal and nonaboriginal people alike, voted against the accord.

A model of self-government built

largely on traditional ways in the sense of a male-dominated leadership, must ,
therefore, be approached with a considerable amount of skepticism.
changed and so have aboriginal peoples.

Times have

After all, they have been subjected to

centuries of oppression and paternalistic behaviour by Canadian governments which
has left its mark on their culture and value system. There can be no doubt that the
Indian Act has been the most important instrument of this oppression and paternalism.
The devastating effects

of the Act have had a severe impact on the aboriginal

population which will continue far into the future.

The impact of the Indian Act is, therefore, at the center of much discussion. In October
1990, Chief Joe Mathias talked about "The Suppression of Indian Rights in Canada"
and the consequences of this suppression for aboriginal peoples. 14 He spoke about
the immeasurable consequences "in terms of the loss of economic well-being, political
power, cultural integrity and spiritual strength" and the extensive legislation which was
14

Chief Joe Mathias and Gary R. Yabsley, "Conspiracy of Legislation, The Suppression of Indian
Rights in Canada", (Capilano Longhouse, North Vancouver, B.C., October 20, 1990), p.3
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passed for the sole purpose of destroying "Indian identity and Indian values". A 1927
amendment to the Indian Act made it illegal "for an Indian or Indian Nation to retain a
lawyer to advance their (land) claims, or even to raise money with the intention of
retaining a lawyer". Indian Nations were denied "fundamental rights that are taken for
granted in any democratic system" and "the federal government played an
instrumental role in severing the ties between Indians and their lands". He pointed out
that "the economic consequences of the loss of lands and resources is easy to
appreciate".

Furthermore, "the Indian Act was repeatedly used to destroy traditional institutions of
Indian government and abolish those cultural practices that defined Indian identity".
The potlatch and sacred dancing were outlawd between 1880 and 1951.

"Having

outlawed the political institutions and traditional form of Indian government, the
Federal government proceeded to superimpose its own form of government on Indian
nations" in the the form of a band council system. The jurisdiction of these councils
was superficial since the Minister of Indian Affairs had the ultimate authority. However,
not only were aboriginal people stripped of their own independent political power, they
were also denied access to the political institutions of non-Indian governments, since
they were prohibited from voting "up to and including the Canada Elections Act of
1952.

Having denied Indian nations their right to independence while, at the same

time, prohibiting them from having the same rights and powers as non-aboriginal
Canadians, the federal government sought to speed up the process of assimilation
through enfranchisement.' 5 These excerpts summarize some of the overwhelming
consequences of the Indian Act on the aboriginal population of this country.

5

i b i d , pp.10-'

7

The Indian Act was particularly devastating for aboriginal women who lost their Indian
status if they married non-aboriginal males while aboriginal males kept their Indian
status if they married non-aboriginal females. By the time this injustice was rectified
with Bill C-31 in 1985, aboriginal women had lived with this discriminatory treatment
for well over one hundred years.

Several generations of aboriginal males had,

therefore, grown up with the belief that men had more rights than women and that
women were in a sense second-class citizens.

Prior to the Indian Act, aboriginal

women had not been regarded as inferior citizens but rather as equals.

Hence, it

could be reasonably argued that aboriginal males learned to discriminate in the
course of several generations on account of the Indian Act. It will be difficult to erase
this legacy, which is now deeply entrenched, and it will take time to reverse the
process and change the attitudes and behaviour of aboriginal males.

Until such

time, aboriginal women need to be protected by legislation against discriminatory
actions and they are fighting to keep the protection of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex. The women are
rightfully afraid of sexist behaviour from a predominently male leadership since today's
male leaders grew up with this type of discriminatrory behaviour which until only a few
years ago was not only considered acceptable but was also legal.

In summary, although the Indian Act has not achieved its ultimate purpose of
assimilation, it has nevertheless left behind a trail of destruction.

The Act has left

aboriginal people without land and resources, has destroyed their original livelihoods
and made economic development very difficult. It has also tried to destroy the
traditional cultural value and belief systems which formed the basis for the traditional
form of self-government prior to the Indian Act. Hence, there cannot be a complete
return to the traditional forms of government since some of the "old ways" have been
irrevocably lost and several generations of aboriginal people have undergone some
18

profound changes. Furthermore, one must ask the question at this point, if a traditional
model of self-government based on male leadership would not simply continue the
cycle of paternalistic models by merely exchanging a set of "white" male leaders for a
set of aboriginal male leaders, leaving intact the model itself with all its inherent
inadequacies.

2.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Regardless of the government model, self-government and self-determination must be
built on a solid economic base.

Sustainable economic development, in turn, is

contingent on access to land and control over the management of its resources.
Since a sovereign Nation also generally requires a territory for its citizens, both selfgovernment and long-term economic development are directly linked to the settling of
land claims.

Many of the difficulties between aboriginal and non-aboriginal Canadians arise from a
lack of cross-cultural knowledge and understanding.
example of these difficulties.

The land issue is, in part, an

Aboriginal peoples originally shared the land and its

resources with European settlers because they saw themselves as "caretakers of the
land". The concept of outright land ownership was foreign to them. In many cases,
aboriginal people today still have a problem with owning land because they believe
that all land stems from the Creator and is there for all living things to enjoy. Since the
concept of private ownership is one of the mainstays of capitalism (the political and
economic system in which all North Americans function), it might be useful for the
purpose of land claim settlements to revise the notion of "caretakers of the land" to one
of "temporary ownership and caretaker".

Land caretakers have no meaning and no
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place in the Canadian economic and legal system which only recognize ownership
but not "caretakership".

The economic structure and economic activity have, of course, changed dramatically
since the days of Confederation.

Industrialization of much of the Western world has

led to rapid economic growth, higher standards of living for large parts of the
population,

more education, and overall improved living conditions.

development

However, this

has also led to a change in values and beliefs, the advent of

"consumerism", the demise of the traditional family unit, and an increase in substance
abuse and related crimininal offenses.

The economic "progress" has even had an

impact on the climate (depletion of the ozone layer and warming of the earth), has
diminished and, in some cases, eliminated some of our natural resources and food
supplies (through exploitation and pollution),

and has produced diseases which are

directly or indirectly attributable to this "progressive" way of life. Be that as it may, the
last seventy-five years have undoubtedly produced the most rapid changes ever
recorded in history and we all have to live with the consequences. A return to to the
past and to traditional aboriginal economic activities is, therefore, no longer feasible.

Today, we live in the age of telecommunication and the micro-chip. Western societies
of the 1990s are computer-based and "high-tech". Much of the economic activity is
produced by large multi-national organizations and markets have expanded from
within local, regional, and national boundaries to world-wide dimensions.

A large

percentage of economic output is much more capital-intensive than labour-intensive
since labour in many industries has been replaced with machinery. As well, national
manufacturing has also decreased due to off-shore production centres with cheaper
labour forces and less stringent labour, tax, and environmental laws.

The service

sector has recorded record growth in all Western industrialized nations. Due to the
20

"globalization" of the economy, the general state and health of a country's economy is
no longer determined within national boundaries. In times where large sums of money
can change hands within seconds through electronic devices, much economic activity,
is produced through the buying and selling of monetary commodities ("paper money")
versus manufactured goods.

Every country is, therefore, affected by economic

upswings or downturns of another economic power around the world.

Prior to proposing viable ventures and possibilities for the economic development of
First Nations in the 1990s, it is important to recognize that economic issues cannot be
viewed in isolation.

We believe that sustainable economic development must be

approached from a holistic perspective. A discussion of economic development
opportunities for aboriginal people must, therefore, include examination of a number
of issues which impact on economic development and economic growth.

Land and Resource Issues

The question of land and resource issues dates back to the Royal Proclamation of
1763 which "reflected and framed the contradictory nature of Britain's and later
Canada's relationships with her original peoples" 16 . Through this proclamation, it was
recognized by the British Crown that the aboriginal peoples should be dealt with as
nations and that land negotiations should take place on a nation-to-nation basis.
However, while acknowledging that agreements on land were international matters,
the King at the same time pronounced that Indian peoples were to be under "Our
Sovereignty, Protection and Dominion".1 7 It has been noted that "this duality of
recognition and assimilation continued to mark the relationship of the Crown's North
,6
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American colonies with their original peoples up to and beyond the time of
Confederation" 18 and it is mirrored in the reserve system which was created through
federal and provincial legislation and started in 1830. 19 The contradictory goals of
recognition and assimilation became a continuing dilemma 20 between Canadian
governments and aboriginal peoples.

According to the report of the "Task Force to Review Comprehensive Claims Policy"
(December 1985), treaty making and "the process of dealing with aboriginal title and
rights through formal agreement is by no means a new phenomenon". 2 '

The first

treaty was reached in 1725 with the "Indians" in Nova Scotia and the majority of
aboriginal peoples in Eastern and Central Canada as well as on the Prairies and in
the North, arrived at some kind of treaty arrangement with the government over the
years. Many of the treaties remain, however, "incomplete" and, according to the Task
Force, the task of "finishing up" the treaty-making process has continued to the
present.

British Columbia occupies a special place in Canadian history with regard to treaty
negotiations.

Some agreements were made between 1850 and 1854, but treaty-

making did not continue in British Columbia after 1854.

After Confederation, the

federal government wanted to negotiate treaties with British Columbia's aboriginal
peoples. However, Joseph Trutch (at the time responsible for lands and works) wrote
to Prime Minister John A. Macdonald in 1872 and advised him that "Canada's policy

,8
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on treaty making was not appropriate for British Columbia". 22 Since that time,
according to the Task Force Report, "the Government of Canada and the British
Columbia government have been unable to agree on how to deal with the issue of
Indian title.

With the exception of Treaty 8 in the north-eastern corner of British

Columbia, there have been no agreements with the Indians of British Columbia to
extinguish aboriginal title since the Douglas treaties in the early 1850s."23

A number of "Comprehensive Claims Policies" have been developed since
Confederation and there have been Royal Commissions, task forces and special joint
committees to examine the land claims issue and to provide recommendations for its
solution.

During the 1970s, the First Nations became more active in rallying for

solutions, instead of further studies, and during the 1980s, the actions and the
pressure of First Nations increased. In response to the increasing political activity by
aboriginal people, the Constitution Act. 1982 included provisions which recognized
and affirmed aboriginal and treaty rights and called for a First Ministers' conference to
address aboriginal constitutional issues.

British Columbia, however, continued to

deny the existence of aboriginal title. 24

As the demand for recognition increased, supported by a series of court decisions in
favour of aboriginal people and growing support from non-aboriginal Canadians, the
provincial government became more responsive. The Ministry of Native Affairs was
formed and the Premier's Council on Native Affairs was created in 1989.

Pressured

by more direct action of the province's aboriginal people, the Premier's Council
recommended that the provincial government should "move quickly to establish a
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specific process by which aboriginal land claims may be received and placed on the
negotiating table". 2 5

As a result, a tripartite task force to develop a process for

negotiations was established by agreement of the Government of Canada, the
Government of British Columbia, and respresentative leadership of the First Nations,
on December 3, 1990. The British Columbia Claims Task Force submitted its report to
the provincial government on June 28, 1991 and the Province accepted in their
entirety the recommendations of the Task Force in December 1991.

The Province of

British Columbia at last recognizes the political legitimacy of aboriginal title and the
aboriginal peoples' inherent right to self-government.

With this recognition and promise to act, the province, however, did not merely
respond to the pressures of aboriginal people. For some time, there had also been
concern and pressure from third parties, for example British Columbia's resource
industries, to remove the uncertainties surrounding aboriginal land claims. A number
of these third parties participated in a conference on "Reaching Just Settlements"
which was held in Victoria in February 1990. The conference attracted over three
hundred people from all over Canada and from several other countries. Apart from the
many aboriginal leaders, several organizations with third party interests participated,
including the Mining Association of B.C., the B.C. Federation of Labour, the Fisheries
Council of B.C., the Sierra Club (to represent environmental concerns), Westar Timber
Ltd., the Canadian Petroleum Association, the Business Council of British Columbia
and a few municipalities.26 The federal and provincial governments, although invited,
did not participate at the time.
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The labour movement was one of the third parties which for several years had exerted
considerable pressure on the provincial government to act. The

International

Woodworkers Association (IWA) had urged the provincial government in 1989 to
negotiate claim settlements since the "vital issues of forest tenure and land-use could
not be satisfactorily resolved until government addresses native land claims..." 27 The
British Columbia Chamber of Commerce stated in a 1988-1989 "Policy and Positions"
paper that "native Indian Land Claims are creating uncertainty among Native Indians
and among the population at large and the uncertainty is having a detrimental effect
on possible industrial and commercial projects.

This is adversely affecting

employment for both Native and non-Native people in many areas of British
Columbia." 28 And the Mining Association of British Columbia also emphasized the
need for settlements as it claimed that "considerable uncertainty exists regarding
mineral title in the face of Indian land claims; it may well be one of the factors causing
the hesitation in large capital investments in B.C.'s mining industry."29

There are many more examples of third party concerns. The combined concerns of
labour, business, resource industries, developers, investors, municipalities and
communities culminated in the establishment of the Third-Party Advisory Committee
on Native Land Claims.

The formation of this Committee was announced by the

Government of British Columbia in January 1991, "to ensure that the interests of all
British Columbians are represented in the negotiations". The Committee members will
represent the major resource sectors, unions, business organizations, municipalities,
tourism, and environmental groups. 30
27
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It is becoming clear that the settling of land claims and issues surrounding resource
management are of major importance to aboriginal self-government and economic
development.

However, since everyone will be affected by the outcome of these

negotiations, non-aboriginal Canadians are equally concerned and they want an end
to uncertainty. Even the Courts are expanding the recognition in law of aboriginal title
and rights. 3 '

There are, therefore,

economic, legal, community, national, and

historical reasons pushing for land claim settlements. 32

Most of Canada's aboriginal claims and claimants are in British Columbia because of
the lack of treaties in the province. There are currently over twenty claims in British
Columbia which have been accepted for negotiation by the federal government.

In

total, as many as thirty major tribal councils and 196 First Nations are seeking
settlement agreements in B.C. In order to establish a process that fast-tracks land
claims in British Columbia, a "Treaty Commission Agreement" was signed in
September of last year by the federal government, the provincial government, and
leaders of First Nations in B.C. The Commission was established to facilitate treaty
negotiations on land claims throughout British Columbia and governments are
committed to resolving all land claims in B.C. by the year 2000. This is not going to be
an easy task since a number of the claims also overlap. 3 3

The only active

negotiations that are currently taking place are with the Nisga'a people. They signed
an agreement with the federal and provincial governments in March 1991 and they are
now negotiating land ownership, use of resources and a broad range of other issues.
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Indian Act Restrictions on Economic Development

The impact of the Indian Act on aboriginal people has been discussed in section one
of this paper. However, it is important at this point to note that the Act also imposes a
number of restrictions on the economic activity of aboriginal people. Going back in
history and to the Jay Treaty of 1794 for example, "Indians" enjoyed a special
exemption from customs duties. The Jay Treaty which was formally known as the
Treaty of Amity, Commerce and Navigation, between his Britannic Majesty and the
United States of America, 19th November 1794, contains the following clause: "No
duty of entry shall ever be levied by either party on peltries brought by land, or inland
navigation into the said territories respectively, nor shall the Indians passing or
repassing with their own proper goods and effects of whatever nature, pay for the
same any impost or duty whatever."

The Supreme Court of Canada decided in 1956

that the terms of the Jay Treaty were of no assistance to Canadian Indians because
the treaty had

never been implemented or sanctioned by legislation.

And in a

concurring opinion, Justice Rand ruled that the Jay Treaty was "provisional" and that it
had since been replaced by the Indian Act. The argument continues, however, and
American Indians still have Jay Treaty privileges, i.e. they enjoy a special exemption
from customs duties. 34

Other problems imposed by the Indian Act include the legal status of bands. Indian
Bands as established under the Act, do not have corporate status and, therefore,
cannot hold title to land (or real property). The ownership of real property is frequently
a requirement for collateral in the case of bank loans or other financial and economic
ventures.

Further restrictions are imposed by section 20 on the possession of land in
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reserves and by section 32 on the sale or barter of produce. Section 35 provides for
the taking of lands by local authorities for public purposes and section 42 gives the
Minister the power over the property of deceased "Indians".

The management of

"Indian" moneys is to be decided by the Governor in Council, as per section 61, and
section 64 gives the Minister the power of authorizing and directing the expenditure of
captial moneys of the band. The band councils' by-law powers as per section 81 of
the Act are curtailed in that such by-laws cannot be inconsistent with this Act or with
any regulation made by the Governor in Council or the Minister.35 Bands often have
to spend considerable time waiting for a Minister's ruling on by-laws passed under this
section. Last but not least, since Indian band councils govern under the Indian Act
and receive funding from the federal government and since much of this funding is
"conditional on the Band meeting federal government policy goals",

band

governments often find themselves pursuing "federal government priorities over those
of their communities". 36

In summary, it can confidently by argued that the Indian Act

places severe restrictions on the economic activities and development of aboriginal
people.

Justice Issues

The Canadian justice system, coupled with the significant impact of racial bias, has
also been detrimental to aboriginal individuals and continues to contribute to the
perpetuation of the "crime cycle" among aboriginal peoples. The "crime cycle" has
become a problem of major proportions which manifests itself in a disproportionately
high number of aboriginal people in prison and an equally high number of repeat
offenders. The "crime cycle" problem is complex since it is closely linked to a number
35
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of contributing factors such as the cultural differences between aboriginal peoples and
"mainstream" Canadians and lack of cross-cultural understanding, the differences in
aboriginal and Canadian justice systems, as well as inferior socio-economic
conditions.

The province of Alberta and the province of Manitoba have compiled in-depth reports
on the impact of the Canadian justice system on aboriginal people. Both reports were
submitted in 1991 and the findings were accompanied by a long list of
recommendations to the respective governments.37 According to the Manitoba report,
the main purpose of aboriginal justice systems generally is "to restore the peace and
equilibrium within the community, and to reconcile the accused with his or her own
conscience and with the individual or family who has been wronged". 38 In contrast,
the Canadian justice system places the emphasis on punishment to make the person
conform to the rules. The two justice systems also differ considerably in terms of
sanctions.

Aboriginal communities tended to deal with "unlawful" behaviour by

"ridiculing, avoiding or shaming" the "delinquent" or in more serious cases, by
banishing the offender from the community. "The underlying philosophy in aboriginal
societies in dealing with crime was the resolution of disputes, the healing of wounds
and the restoration of social harmony. ... Atonement and restoration of harmony were
the goals - not punishment." 39

In the European justice system, the offender usually

"pays his or her debt" by going to jail. There is generally no atonement to the injured
person and little restoration of harmony within the community. The Canadian justice
system is essentially an adversarial system which operates with accusations, plaintiffs,
37
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and defendants. Guilt and innocence are determined on the basis of legal arguments.
"The idea that guilt and innocence can be decided on the basis of an argument is
incompatible" 40 and retribution as an end in itself is meaningless to aboriginal people.

The complexitiy of the system and language problems further aggravate the situation.
Another recent newspaper article describes that aboriginal people "face bewildering
choices when they go to court".

In this particular case, a number of witnesses pleaded

guilty to the offences because they felt confused by the court process and by the
advice of their lawyers. 4 ' This is by no means an isolated occurrence. The cultural
shock of having to deal with this complex and alien justice system, often with
inadequate legal help, is also frequently accompanied by language problems.

And

even if language is not a primary issue, aboriginal people often do not understand the
legal concepts and they are difficult to translate. For example, "truth" is a key word in
the Canadian legal system ("I swear to tell the whole truth ...") and in many aboriginal
cultures "truth" is as the person knows it, "absolute truth" does not exist.

Last but not least, the socio-economic conditions (as briefly described later) of a large
number of aboriginal people add to the high incidence of criminal offences. Improving
these conditions, must be part of the process toward breaking the "crime cycle".

As

well, many of the problems could be alleviated by providing linkages between the two
cultures through education and cross-cultural training.

Coupled with these training

initiatives, a serious effort must be made to increase the number of aboriginal
employees in every part of the existing justice system. Several of the provinces have
taken some steps in that direction. Thus far, the federal and provincial governments
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reject the idea of an aboriginal justice system. This issue will, however, be part of the
negotiations for self-government for most First Nations and the idea of an aboriginal
justice system finds some support within the non-aboriginal community.

In the

meantime, however, interim measures can and must be taken to improve the situation
until such time that aboriginal self-government becomes a reality.

Health and Welfare

Another problem that aboriginal people face is that they suffer from ill-health to a
greater degree than non-aboriginal Canadians and that the existing health services
are frequently of "no use" to them due to the cultural differences in approaching health
and healing.

Aboriginal people generally take a holistic approach to the healing

process. They subscribe to the belief that the body, the mind, and the spirit must be
treated simultaneously for a person to get well. The issues surrounding those health
problems have been widely documented and the federal "Indian Health Policy" of
1979 went so far as to describe the situation as the "tragedy of Indian ill-health" and
presented ways to remedy this intolerable situation. 42 The federal government then
began to take steps towards the devolution of health programmes, encouraging the
involvement of aboriginal people in the delivery of health care services in order to
better tailor them to their specific needs.

British Columbia is also moving in that direction. The provincial Ministry of Health has
recently earmarked three million dollars for the delivery of alcohol, drug and mental
health services to be allocated by aboriginal leaders as they see fit. Although the
Ministry still holds signing authority, aboriginal people will in reality decide which
42
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services to deliver to their people and how the programmes will be designed. One of
the areas, for example, that needs urgent attention is suicide prevention. According to
reports from the B.C. Coroners' Service, alcohol abuse is at the root of most selfinflicted deaths. 43

In order to better understand and combat the substance abuse

problems, aboriginal people in Canada organized the first international conference on
aboriginals and substance abuse last year.
thousand delegates

The conference was attended by two

from around the world and their stories showed striking

similarities. Many attribute the substance abuse problem to the loss of the traditional
way of life, loss of status, identity and purpose, unemployment, boredom and
despair. 44

As much as the socio-economic conditions contribute to the crime problem, they also
contribute to the health problem. It is well known and well documented that health (and
the provision of health care) is directly related to housing conditions (including the
availability of sewage, running water, electricity, heat, and garbage disposal),
education, employment, and income.

A recent federal study on housing on reserves

once again revealed dismal findings in that "about half of the houses on reserves are
considered unfit to live in, about one third do not have running water, and abused
women and children often do no leave violent situations because they have nowhere
to go." 45

The absence of adequate shelter and unsanitary living conditions obviously

have a direct impact on the state of the individual's (and the community's) health. To
complete the vicious circle, inferior socio-economic conditions also frequently
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contribute to substance abuse and violence against women and children which, in
turn, further impact on the well-being of the individual and the community as a whole.
Although it is difficult to determine where to start

breaking the cycle, a holistic

approach to healing is clearly required. There can be no doubt that the healing of the
body, the mind, and the spirit cannot be accomplished under living conditions at the
subsistence level and in an environment where abused women and children have no
place to go.

Education and Training

Aboriginal people have also been failed by the Canadian education system and, in
particular, by the Indian Act requirement of attending residential schools. The children
were taken from their homes at an early age and placed in a captive environment
where they were not allowed to speak their language, be in touch with their culture, or
practice their religious beliefs and rituals. The process was designed to destroy the
child's "Indian" soul and identity, for the purpose of assimilation.

"The effects of

residential schools on this generation of parents must be taken into serious
consideration since the 'Indian' parents of today were the generation of residential
school children yesterday." 46

Residential schools were officially declared a failure

(although their legacy lives on and will be discussed in a little more detail in the next
section) by the 1971 Sub-Committee on Indian Ecuation of the Standing Committee
on Indian Affairs and Northern Development. The report laid the foundation for the
federal acceptance of "Indian Control of Indian Education" (introduced in a paper by
the National Indian Brotherhood). Since then, the Department has adopted a policy of

^ P e n n e r Report, p.28
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"Indian" control of education, but the influence and control of aboriginal people on
education is still very much limited by a rather restrictive framework.47

The impact of residential schools will be among and within aboriginal people for a
long time to come and current education statistics are still very much discouraging.
The number of high school drop-outs is much higher than among non-aboriginal
students, post-secondary education much lower, and consequently unemployment is
much higher.

All of this is, to a large degree, the result of using aboriginal education

primarily as a tool for cultural assimilation.

Education is, therefore, another area in

which aboriginal people wish to exercise jurisdiction and it is one of the central
concerns which will be addressed in the negotiations for self-government since "the
failed dreams of youth have an impact on the morale of the whole community" 48 . In
the interim, a number of recommendations have been made to the Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples with regard to education.

There is "a clear consensus that

control over policy, curriculum, and support services is necessary to create an
educational experience that reinforces the positive identity of Aboriginal students and
enables them to succeed academically."49

It should be noted at this point that there have been some positive developments in the
education field which could be used as models or building blocks for future
developments. For example, the Nisga'a tribal council won a long battle and took over
their own school district in 1976 and this "experiment" has been very successful. As
well, the First Nations House of Learning was established in 1987, as part of the
University of British Columbia. First Nations student enrolment is currently estimated
47
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at around 250 and the university shares the commitment to increase the enrolment to a
projected total of one thousand aboriginal students by the year 2000. 50

Although some inroads are being made, there is, however, much to be done yet.
Particular attention must be given not only to post-secondary education but also to the
area of skills development and job

training to provide a "level playing field" and

access to participation in the labour market. (This problem will also be discussed in a
little more detail in the next section as it specifically affects aboriginal women.)
Education and training are issues of crucial importance for breaking the cycle of
poverty and unemployment which, in turn, are linked to problems in the other areas
previously discussed.

Socio-Cultural Issues

All of the issues discussed in the previous section have economic implications as well
as cultural dimensions. The preservation of aboriginal identity and aboriginal culture
is directly linked to the administration of justice, the delivery of health and education
services, and negotiations on land and resource issues. And the Indian Act, of course,
had as its purpose the assimilation of aboriginal people and, therefore, the
annihilation of their cultures.

Presenters to the Royal Commission see as the basis of

their cultural identity "knowledge of their origins, ability to express that knowledge in
Aboriginal language, analysis of oppression that undermines self-worth, and
confidence in the dignitiy of oral tradition".

They also "wish to see their culture

reflected in the institutions that serve their daily needs and to ensure that their children
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have the opportunity to know and value who they are and where they come from as
Aboriginal people". 51

It is, of course, not possible in a paper this size to even touch on all of the issues.
However, the extent of the previous discussion should provide sufficient support for
our position which holds that economic growth and development are unattainable, or
will be at best short-lived, unless the socio-economic issues and the cultural "malaise"
created by the Indian Act, are addressed and dealt with.

We believe that it will not be

possible to build self-governing nations and healthy economies on "ailing" societies.
However, we also believe that aboriginal peoples can re-emerge stronger than ever if
the healing process receives priority attention.

Last but not least, although this

process should be all-inclusive, it should especially be directed toward aboriginal
women who have suffered even more severe cultural and economic degradation than
aboriginal males.

3.

ABORIGINAL WOMEN

Impact of the Indian Act

As already pointed out, the impact of the Indian Act was particularly devastating for
aboriginal women. For well over one hundred years, the Act legalized discrimination
against aboriginal women in that aboriginal women lost their status if they married
non-aboriginal males while aboriginal males were entitled to marry non-aboriginal
females without loss of status.

The loss of status frequently included loss of property.

In 1985, an attempt was made to rectify this injustice and the discriminatory clause was
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removed as part of an amendment to the Act in the form of Bill C-31.

However, a

process that has been entrenched for several generations is not easily reversed.
Therefore, although Bill C-31 provided official recognition of the discriminatory
behaviour against aboriginal women and legally abolished such behaviour, this is
merely a first step on a long road to recovery.

It is obviously much easier to change

legislation than it is to change people's attitudes and beliefs, especially if they are
deeply engrained.

After all, it was perfectly legal for several generations (and had,

therefore become accteptable practice) to discriminate against aboriginal women, and
the mindset of aboriginal males cannot be changed as easily as a law.

Years of general oppression through the Indian Act, suppression of their inherent
culture and value systems and open discrimination, have left aboriginal women in an
even worse predicament than aboriginal males. The women suffer from loss of selfrespect and purpose, pride and dignity. They are afraid to speak up even among their
own people.

Since removing the discriminatory clause resulted in an increase in

band membership and, therefore, an increase in the demand for housing and the
provision of services in general, many bands did not react favourably to this
development.

Some tried to find ways to "restrict" band membership through the

membership codes and, as already mentioned, there were incidents of banishing
women from the reserves for any number of reasons.

The problem was that the

already insufficient funds and facilities now had to go even further and be divided
among more members. Although the federal government had promised to provide the
extra funding for the increased membership, many bands argued that this funding was
insufficient and that the increase in membership still had to be
accommodated by redirecting existing funds and services.
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somehow

As a result, in many instances, the women do not even feel wanted within their own
communities. There is also considerable evidence that they fear the consequences of
speaking up within their communities, as was demonstrated by the woman who took in
abused children and as a result of this action was banished from the reserve.

During

the summer of last year, a number of aboriginal women from the Saanich Peninsula
reserves came forward reluctantly, saying that they lived in fear of powerful band
members who pressure and intimidate women not to report instances of assault and
sexual abuse. 52

They claimed that many of the victims of such abuse have not come

forward because they live in fear of threats and retaliation.

Many aboriginal women

also still have to deal with the aftermath of sexual abuse in residential schools as the
recent O'Connor case testifies. 53 (Bishop O'Connor was charged with four sex-related
offences which were alleged to have taken place in the 1960s at a residential school
near Williams Lake.) The charges were stayed due to technicalities but the problem
remains that there are still many outstanding issues to be dealt with.

Family violence

and sexual abuse are just two of these issues, but they are all pervasive and,
therefore, of major importance, especially since they have been shrouded in a long
history of denial.

Abuse and Violence

According to the 1992 First Nations Report on Family Violence in Aboriginal
Communities 54 , "family violence is an undisputed reality in First Nation communities".
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•
The report goes on to say that the reasons are rooted in the colonization of First Nation
peoples and in the critical socio-economic disparities they face.

As previously

discussed, the Indian Act and other colonization practices have had devastating and
long-term impacts on aboriginal people. Family violence is clearly not an aboriginal
tradition but a post-colonization development.

The three main contributing factors to

family violence were identified as alcohol and substance abuse, economic problems
and second or third generation abusers. Other factors contributing to the problem are
low self-esteem, residential school upbringing, loss of traditional values, overcrowded
housing. 55

Alcohol and substance abuse as well as suicide rates are frequently cited as indirect
indicators of family violence.

According to one of the many studies in this area,

"alcohol abuse was common in 93 per cent of Native communities and drug abuse
was common in 81 per cent". 56 Aboriginal people between the ages of 10 to 29 years,
are reported to be five to six times more at risk from death by suicide than those of the
same age group in the non-aboriginal Canadian population. 57

Suicide, alcoholism,

and substance abuse are, therefore, critical issues when dealing with the problems of
family violence.

Family violence includes wife assault, sexual abuse of children, and the many forms of
emotional and mental abuse.

The pervasiveness of family violence problems in

aboriginal communities obviously plays a major role in the lives of aboriginal women.
The Aboriginal Justice Inquiry of Manitoba found, for example, that one out of three
aboriginal women is abused by her partner.
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The Ontario Native Women's Association

revealed that eighty per cent of the aboriginal women surveyed had personally
experienced family violence and according to a study in B.C., this number is as high as
86 per cent of respondents. 58

It is indisputable that these problems have to be

addressed and it is unlikely that these problems will be adequately addressed by a
male-dominated leadership.

Child Welfare

Yet another problem that aboriginal women have had to face, especially in the past,
was the loss of their children. The long history of denial has its origin largely in the
fear of having ones children taken away.

A large number of aboriginal children are

under the care of provincial child care authorities. A 1983 study on "Native Children
and the Child Welfare System" revealed that the number of aboriginal children in the
care of child welfare authorities in British Columbia rose from one per cent in 1955 to
34.2 per cent in 1964. The author of the study refers to this increase as the "sixties
scoop" as social workers would scoop children from reserves under the slightest
pretext in order to "save" them from poor living conditions. 59 It would appear that
these numbers have remained constant, according to provincial figures released in
May of 1992, which found that more than 2,000 of the 6,000 B.C. children in foster
care are "Indian", even though aboriginal people comprise only about four per cent of
the province's population. 60

Jurisdiction over the welfare of aboriginal children has been the subject of much
debate. Since the Indian Act does not specifically refer to child welfare, it becomes a
58
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provincial responsibility as the provinces normally have jurisdiction over child welfare
matters.

During the 1980s, some initial steps were taken to improve the situation. In

some cases, Indian Bands were able to reach ageements with the federal and
provincial governments to share the administration of child welfare services and one of
the first tripartite agreements on child welfare was signed by the Blackfoot Band, the
province of Alberta and the federal government. Under this agreement services are
delivered by employees of the band's social services unit. In February 1982, a master
agreement was signed between Canada and Manitoba establishing a "broad
framework by which Indian communities in southern and central Manitoba will acquire
authority and responsibility for child welfare". 61

And the British Columbia Social

Services Ministry made an announcement in December of last year that, effective
immediately, there will be a moratorium on the adoption of native children by nonnative families. 62 This was one of the 264 recommendations from two governmentappointed

community

panels

on child welfare

(one

hundred

of

these

recommendations were directed toward the improvement of aboriginal child welfare).
The

provincial

government

is

currently

studying

the

remainder

of

the

recommendations and has promised action.

Clearly, the imposition of non-aboriginal views on child care, enforced through
provincial policies and legislation, has had devastating effects on the family life of
aboriginal people, and especially aboriginal women. Jurisdiction over child welfare is
high on the priority list of issues to be negotiated between First Nations and the federal
and provincial governments.
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Education and Training

We have already briefly reviewed the general lack of education and job-specific
training skills. For aboriginal women, the need for education and training is apparent
everywhere.

It is almost unconscionable to add to the many burdens of aboriginal

women by leaving them in a a cycle of poverty and despair, lacking self-worth and selfesteem, when the "way out" of this cycle could be provided through education and job
training.

Employment is, of course, only part of the answer to the problems of

aboriginal women, but it is one part of the answer.

The Aboriginal Women's Council (AWC) is currently involved with the recently
established British Columbia Training and Adjustment Board (BCTAB) in an attempt to
establish adequate representation of the province's aboriginal women and their
concerns on the Board. In its Terms of Reference, BCTAB notes that the provincial
government has acknowledged the need for proactive measures to deal with
unemployment through training and skills development, focussing especially on entry
and re-entry of those currently not in the labour force at all, i.e. social assistance
recipients.

We believe that the presence and input of aboriginal women into

provincial training policies will lead to more client-oriented programmes and funding
and in future forestall such fiascos as the cancellation of Urban Images, a federally
funded pre-employment and training programme for severely disadvantaged
aboriginal women.

The programme was cancelled last year because its job

placement rate was considered to be too low. 63

In order to be successful, the

development, evaluation criteria, and funding requirements of such programmes
clearly must take into consideration the special requirements of the participants and
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involve the people who are most affected.

Just like the cycle of abuse has to be

broken, and the many cycles which are all interlinked with one another, the cycle of
poverty and unemployment has to be broken by providing specific client-oriented
initiatives for aboriginal women which will enable them to participate in the labour
market in a meaningful and gainful manner.

Aboriginal Women Off-Reserve

Much of the previous discussion on aboriginal women applies to both on-reserve and
off-reserve women.

Approximately half of British Columbia's aboriginal population

lives off-reserve. There are no exact numbers on women, especially since many had
lost their status and never reclaimed it after 1985.

We do know that, in many

instances, life for aboriginal women off-reserve can be even more problematic
especially if they are lacking the prospects for employment.

These women have less

support systems and services available to them and they are often very much alone,
without the physical or emotional support of family members (which in some cases
they enjoyed on the reserve).

Unemployed and left to their own devices, they often

feel alienated and alone, helpless, powerless, and "without a voice". In many cases
they have children, and in many cases these children are taken away by provincial
child welfare services, compounding the feelings of shame, guilt, and worthlessness.
The women aggregate in the big cities (often fleeing from abusive situations at home)
and because of inadequate education and job training, they frequently end up in
another abusive relationship away from home and, in many instances,

turn to

substance abuse themselves.

No one is as yet sure what self-government off-reserve will look like. (We will very
briefly explore this in the following section.) One thing, however, is certain, namely
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that aboriginal women off-reserve must play an important part in the development of
this self-government model to ensure that they are heard and that their needs will be
met in every one of the areas previously discussed. They must also speak for those
who have "lost their voice" in the cycle of abuse.

In summary, there is much to be done to improve the plight of aboriginal women. It is,
in our view, crucial to recognize that dealing with the socio-economic and sociocultural problems is of primary importance in ensuring economic development and
long-term sustainability.

It is equally crucial to recognize that this venture requires the

full and equitable participation of aboriginal women which, according to our discussion
thus far, can only be guaranteed by a justiciable right to equality. Aboriginal women,
therefore, need the protection of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms in
order to start the healing process and their development into whole and happy
members of the community.

SUMMARY OF ABORIGINAL SELF-GOVERNMENT TODAY

We believe that our deliberations, albeit incomplete, on the issues of self-government,
economic development and related socio-economic and socio-cultural issues, as well
as the current position and specific problems of aboriginal women,

clearly

demonstrate that a complete return to the "old ways" is not possible. Colonization and
the Indian Act have forever destroyed many of the old ways and, for several
generations now, aboriginal people have been forced and coerced into changing their
old ways. However, many of the traditional ways have survived and are enjoying a
revival as some of the government controls over aboriginal lives are slowly being
loosened.

We also believe that self-government and economic activity must be

developed on the basis of first addressing the complex and interrelated web of issues
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and problems previously examined, thus building a foundation for a healthy people
and functional communities.

The difficulty is that most of the problems have to be

addressed in conjunction with one another since they are inextricably intertwined.

Most importantly, we believe that self-government and economic growth cannot be
achieved in a divisive manner, i.e. without the full participation of aboriginal women
who, after all, account for fifty per cent of the total aboriginal population.

Particular

emphasis, therefore, has to be directed toward the healing and strengthening of
aboriginal women, allowing them to become equal partners in the political and
economic ventures of aboriginal peoples.
division.

There is strength in unity and weakness in

A model of self-government based on male leadership would have a divisive

impact and thus be weakened. We would argue that we need the combined strength
of all aboriginal people, men and women, to negotiate our peoples' return to a more
autonomous way of life.

Finally, it is our view that self-government and self-determination cannot be achieved
within the confines of the Indian Act, as discussed in the previous section. An in-depth
analysis of the Indian Act, its impact, shortcomings, and failures is impossible in a
paper this size. However, we can assert with some confidence that, in a way, the Act
has become obsolete as it has failed to bring about the desired assimilation of
"Indians". The question then remains, how self-government could work. There is, of
course, no one answer and, in fact, nobody has the answer.

We will attempt, in the

next section, to provide some thoughts and ideas on the development of selfgovernment models, propose a number of ways to address the problems of aboriginal
women, and discuss an array of current and future economic activités for aboriginal
people.
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CONSIDERATIONS

1.

FOR FUTURE

DEVELOPMENTS

GOVERNMENT

Since Canadians tend to look to their American neighbours for direction, it might be
worth noting at this point that "Indian Tribes" in the United States have been defined as
"domestic dependent nations" with internal sovereignty by the U.S. Supreme Court for
over 150 years. 5 4

One of the more recent developments in the U.S. was the

introduction in 1990 of the "self-governance demonstration project" in which tribes
negotiate agreements to take over programmes which were previously run by the
federal Bureau of Indian Affairs.

In these cases, the BIA hands over the money it

would have otherwise spent and tribal governments allocate it according to their own
priorities. Although it is too early to judge the success of this project, it would appear
that it has "imbued natives with a new spirit of pride and hope". 65

Current models in Canada include James Bay and Sechelt. In the James Bay model,
the Innuits are incorporated as municipalities, financed through block funding and
governed by a Band constitution which requires the approval of the federal
government.

The Sechelt have a different model of self-government which has been

the subject of much debate. The Sechelt no longer live on a reserve nor are governed
by the Indian Act. Their government is an ethnic local form of self-government with a
high degree of autonomy which includes aboriginal and non-aboriginal people. The
Sechelt government was created in 1986 through enabling legislation with delegated
authority. This legislation effectively created a third level of government, exclusively
64
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for the Sechelt.

The Sechelt have both Band and District Councils which are

incorporated and they now have "fee-simple" title to their land. They needed the land
for economic development since land is a vital asset for the use of collateral in the
funding of economic ventures. The meetings of the Band Council and the Sechelt
Government District (the entity which represents all ratepayers) are conducted with
parliamentary procedures, and not according to tribal law. 66

The verdict on the Sechelt experiment is still out. On the one hand, the model is
praised because it is consistent with an evolutionary approach to self-government
(and government models generally do evolve over time and in incremental steps), but
on the other hand, it is criticized as a "sell-out" or compromise, being at most the next
best step to the Indian Act. Saul Terry, president of the Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs,
called the Sechelt model a "macabre arrangement" that abandonned traditional
governments for a municipal style system. 67

Even the Sechelt are getting a little

frustrated at this point since they had originally believed that their special arrangement
would get them to the bargaining table faster for the negotiations of their land claims.
However, this has not happened until now - six years later. 68

A number of First Nations are currently in various stages of developing their models for
self-government. The Lheit-Lit'en Nation, for example, is completing its approach to
self-determination for negotiations with the federal government, using traditional and
contemporary structures throughout the model.

There are, of course, as many

possible models and approaches as there are First Nations and the models will,
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obviously, vary from nation to nation. However, there are also a few general concepts
that merit consideration in the development of an approach to self-determination.

1.

Stable governments evolve over time and on an

incremental basis.

Government has to do with people and government is, therefore, a somewhat
fluid concept which develops, changes, and grows along with its people. It is
worth noting at this point that fifty per cent of these people are women.

2.

Meaningful self-government is only possible with fiscal self-government, i.e.
economic independence.

A sovereign nation, by implication, generally has

power and control, neither of which is possible without money. The ultimate
goal of self-government is, therefore, financial independence.

3.

It is a very big step from the Indian Act to self-determination and meaningful selfgovernment, and big steps are generally most successfully executed in a
number of smaller steps. These steps include securing a land base, building
infrastructures, providing services, education and training as well as economic
development opportunities, and nurturing the healing process of all aboriginal
people, but especially aboriginal women.

Meaningful self-government,

therefore, will not and cannot happen over night.

Since we have argued that a complete return to the old traditional ways is no longer
possible, any approach to self-determination ideally should combine traditional ways
with contemporary structures. From a normative perspective, the government model
should be based on a cross-cultural foundation, with elected representatives,
justiciable rights, and built-in mechanisms for accountability, enforcement, and
recourse.

The model should be applicable to the economic activity and social
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structures of the 1990s. Individual models should be developed through a consensus
approach and a shared decision-making process, with full and equal participation of
aboriginal women.

It might be appropriate to use a strategic planning approach for the development of
these government models.

Individual nations, tribes or communities would discuss

and determine

1.

their "mandate" (what exactly is it that they want to do);

2.

outline a vision of where they want to go (e.g. toward meaningful selfgovernment with financial independence);

3.

develop a statement of principles, beliefs, and values that everyone agrees on
and "buys into";

4.

outline long-term and short-term goals;

5.

design action plans on how they are going to get to where they want to go.

All of this will, in turn, help to determine the type of government model, structures, and
institutions that will be required to turn this plan into a reality.

We believe that the 1990s could truly be a watershed in the history of aboriginal
peoples in Canada and that all aboriginal people have, in fact, a unique opportunity to
utilize the suffering they have incurred and turn it around into a positive experience, by
setting up model-governments which could become examples to other nations around
the world.

There is no one best approach to self-determination other than focussing

on the people, their practical realities and their dreams, goals, and aspirations.

The

individual self-government model will likely develop into an evolutionary "patchwork"
arrangement, combining the "best" and most applicable of the old traditional ways of
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aboriginal people with the "best" and most appropriate structures of other
contemporary governments.

Finally, it is important to remember that much of the discussion that is currently taking
place in the public forum focusses on the AFN and its membership, which represent
only about 30 per cent of all aboriginal people in Canada (about 50 per cent in B.C.).
As difficult as it will be to develop self-government models for aboriginal people with a
land base, it will be even more onerous to develop an approach to aboriginal selfdetermination off a land base. 6 9

Many aboriginal people currently look to the future

with much hope but also with a great deal of fear and apprehension and these fears
are especially prevalent among the off-reserve aboriginal population and among
women.

It is the fear of the unknown that causes much anxiety.

Aboriginal women,

for example, support in principle the concept of self-government, however they are
afraid of losing the protection of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and, therefore,
vehemently

oppose the AFN's position that the concept must be entrenched without a

guarantee of gender equality.

Ultimately, we believe that communication has to play

a major role and will be a major factor in allaying fears and uncertainties and in
arriving at workable solutions for self-government and self-determination, on or off a
land base, for men and women alike. After all, self-government has its roots in the
individual. The strength of the collective, therefore, depends on the strength and wellbeing of the individual man, woman, and child.
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2.

ABORIGINAL WOMEN

We believe that section two of this paper provides a fairly clear indication that
aboriginal women in the past have been subjected to a disproportionately large
amount of pain and suffering.

Consequently, they now require a disproportionately

large amount of attention and resources in order to "right the wrongs". If the strength of
the collective depends on the strength and well-being of the individual,

aboriginal

people would do well in nurturing the strength and well-being of their women so that
they can become, once again, members of equal standing within their communities.
Furthermore, the strength and well-being of aboriginal women are particularly
important as they tend to be the primary caretakers of the children, which represent the
future generation of aboriginal people.

The healing process is, therefore the key

issue not only to improve the current situation,

but especially to build a solid

foundation for a better future.

We believe that the following matters will be crucial to the recovery process of
aboriginal women:

1.

the justiciable right to gender-based equality (as currently guaranteed by
Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms);

2.

protection against abuse and violence;

3.

substance abuse treatment;

4.

counselling, education, and job-related training.
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Aboriginal women have given the Charlottetown accord a resounding "no" vote and
they must continue to oppose any initiative toward self-government which might
threaten the protection of their equality rights.

The recognition of gender-based

equality is a very basic right and the foundation for a society where men and women
may have different roles, but at the same time have equal value, equal rights, and
equal freedoms under the law.

This protection is important for all women, but in

particular for aboriginal women since many of them have experienced gender-biased
discrimination under the Indian Act for a number of generations. The far-reaching
impact of this discrimination must, at a minimum, be counterbalanced by a justiciable
right to gender equality.

The First Nations Report on family violence argues in its

summary that "aboriginal women face discrimination as women and as persons of First
Nations' origin. There needs to be discussion on how to ensure that their voices are
heard. There is a need for structural changes so that First Nations, all individual
community members - women, men, children, youth and the elderly, are empowered to
make decisions regarding the direction and quality of their lives." 70

As we have previously discussed, aboriginal women frequently stay in abusive and
violent situations because they have no place to go. They also stay because they
deny that there is a problem.

Denial is deeply ingrained, since reporting of abuse

often leads to the loss of the children to child welfare authorities.

Furthermore, a

woman is frequently reluctant to report an abuser because her partner's entire family
might turn against her. If the family is powerful on the reserve, the consequences are
even worse.
reserves.

The situation is particularly bad for women on the more isolated

However, as strong as the denial might be, it would be easier for aboriginal

women to break the cycle of abuse if they were at least provided with the option of
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taking their children and going to a shelter or safehouse.

There is a great demand for

such places for emergency situations and longer-term care, and some of the Nations
are beginning to provide such facilities.

The Squamish Nation, for example, has

opened the Helping Spirit Lodge which takes in women and children from all over B.C.
The lodge society is, at the same time, developing a treatment programme for the male
abuser since it is important to heal the entire family.

The shelters and transition

houses should also provide counselling to the women and children as well as
awareness and education workshops.

More funding is desparately required for these initiatives and a male-dominated
leadership is not likely to view this issue with the same urgency as the women do. In
fact, the Winnipeg-based Aboriginal Women's Unity Coalition has accused the maledominated Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs of ignoring domestic violence on reserves.71
The First Nations Report on family violence recommends that policies a n d
programmes to deal with violence and abuse should be community-controlled, that the
Province should continue to provide and promote cross-cultural awareness training,
and that the Ministry of Education implement an educational curriculum relating to
family violence issues and reflecting aboriginal-specific content.

The report also

recommends that "aboriginal women should be provided with an opportunity at the
community level to discuss issues of importance including a course for resolutions,
relating to family violence and empowerment". 72
must be broken.

The cycle of violence and abuse

It is not only the women's lives that are at stake, but also the lives of

the children and, therefore, the lives of future generations of aboriginal people.
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It must also be recognized that a considerable percentage of aboriginal women, both
on-reserve and off-reserve, suffer from alcohol and drug abuse themselves.
Admittedly, nobody can be forced to recover from an addiction, however, a severe
shortage of recovery and treatment facilities does nothing to ameliorate the situation.
The expansion of counselling services, detoxification facilities and longer term
treatment centers is an urgent requirement.

Admitting the powerlessness over an

addiction and starting on the road to recovery and healing is a difficult accomplishment
under the most favourable circumstances (which would include availability of the
above mentioned facilities) but it is almost impossible to achieve without this kind of
assistance. Alcoholism and/or drug addiction is a family disease. It not only kills the
abuser, but also frequently kills, maims, destroys, or contaminates the lives of the
people surrounding the abuser, very often the children. Apart from providing facilities
to help those who are afflicted, we, therefore, strongly recommend preventative
measures in the form of education and awareness programmes at the community level
and in the schools. Again, it is not only the lives of the addicted women that are at
stake, but the lives of the children, and, therefore, the lives of future generations.

As part of their quest for equality, self-worth, and self-respect, aboriginal women also
want to become economically more productive and independent.

In many cases, this

means a return to school and job training. As discussed previously in this paper, there
are government initiatives toward the training and retraining of the workforce.
However, since many of these programmes are "mainstream" oriented, it is important
that aboriginal women, as a minority group, are represented when these initiatives are
developed and they must be given the opportunity for input to develop client-specific
programmes.

To be meaningful, programmes have to be developed according to

need and with realistic goals.

Aboriginal women's organizations can play an
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important part in this area by representing the interests and concerns of ail aboriginal
women and by ensuring that they are heard.

3.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The ultimate goal of financial independence of First Nations is obviously not
immediately achievable.

There is much to be done until then. The settling of land

claims is, of course, on top of the priority list since land, including the management and
use of the resources on the land, represents the basis for much economic activity and
development.

However, since economic development is an evolutionary process,

there is also a considerable array of economic activities which can be pursued by First
Nations in the interim, to improve the current economic base which is weak in many
cases. In fact, some bands have to allocate 60 to 80 per cent of all band moneys to
social assistance.

There are, however, already numerous examples of aboriginal

business ventures in the province as well as other possibilities not yet fully explored.

Some of the First Nations with a land base have successfully established sources of
income through

1.

taxation,

2.

participation in resource management (in particular forests, some mining),

3.

tourism and recreation ventures, and

4.

real estate.
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1.

Taxation

The federal government seems to be supportive of increasing taxation powers of
"Indian" governments. According to the Ottawa "Citizen", the finance department is
currently producing a working paper on taxation issues which proposes that "Indian
governments should be given a wider range of tax powers as a key instrument of selfgovernment" and to "enhance their autonomy and self-sufficiency".

A policy review in

accordance with this proposal would loosen restrictions on more than 600 Indian
Bands and would enable them to raise taxes from "non-natives and Indians". 73 The
report is expected to be released in its entirety within the next few months. There are,
however, already some examples of revenue collection through taxation.

The Musqueam were one of the first bands to win the right to administer its own tax
base in 1991 and the Squamish have also recently moved into the field of property
taxation.

The Squamish Nation Indian Band will begin to collect property taxes in

1993 from taxpayers located on its North Shore lands.

Under an interim servicing

agreement reached with West Vancouver, approximately 75 per cent of the tax
revenue collected from the West Vancouver property will be returned to the
municipality to pay for municipal services. The band intends to use the new revenue
generated for improvements on the reserve which, in turn, will create job opportunities.
Another example of collecting revenue for land use was provided last year by the
Stellaquo Indian Band. After a thirty-year dispute, the Band received a settlement of
over four hundred thousand dollars from the provincial Ministry of Transportation and
Highways for unauthorized use in the past of the five roads over the Stellaquo reserve
near Fraser Lake.
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2.

Participation in Resource Management

The Nisga'a Nation is getting ready to sign the first B.C. treaty with the federal
government

in almost 140 years.

The deal will provide for some form of self-

government and some control over the resources in their territory. The Nisga'a are
currently looking for entrepreneurs to invest and establish businesses in the Nass
Valley. However, prospective entrepreneurs must have a good environmental record
since much damage has already been done to the Nass Valley through logging and
mining. Other resource related developments include the B.C. government giving to
the Haida Nation control over the management of the sport fishing industry on the
Queen Charlotte Islands, and awarding to the Fountain Indian Band (near Lilloet)
control over logging in traditional territory. 74 The tenure of forest lands is a critical
issue and British Columbia's aboriginal population currently controls less than one per
cent of the forest lands through tenure, versus 85 per cent of forest lands which are
controlled by the major forest companies.

Recognizing this imbalance, the provincial

government recently established a First Nations forestry council to enhance aboriginal
control over land management.

The council includes twelve aboriginal people and

eight industry representatives and it will provide aboriginal people with actual
decision-making powers.

3.

Tourism and Recreation

The provincial government also fully anticipates that aboriginal tourism ventures will
grow dramatically in future years.
74

(In fact, the province itself is "advertising" its

Scott Simpson, "Granting control of resources to 2 Indian groups condemned", The Vancouver
Sun. (Vancouver, B.C., July 31, 1992)

aboriginal people, their history and culture, to attract more European visitors to B.C.)
Examples of some ventures include one band near Cranbrook, which plans to build a
resort and golf course for European and Japanese tourists, the Tigh-Na-Mara Resort
Hotel in Parksville, which has already been operating successfully for some time, and
a golf driving range, which is being planned by the Squamish Nation on land near the
Second Narrows Bridge in North Vancouver.

4.

Real Estate

A prime example in this context is the Inuvialuit Development Corp. and Inucan, its
real-estate management division, which owns Begbie Court in New Westminster and
has recently embarked on two massive real-estate development projects in Port
Moody and Nanaimo. The Nanaimo project alone includes a golf course, hotel, and
housing and retailing complex.

The Corporation was established in 1979 and is

owned by the 3,500 Inuvialuit people of Canada's Western Arctic.

The Inuvialuit

signed a $162 million land claim agreement with Canada in 1984 and thus became
the largest private landowners in Canada. The real estate division was established in
1991.

Today the corporation owns or has interests in more than twenty diverse

businesses ranging from airlines, transportation, oil and gas to real estate. 75

In order to explore the opportunities for real estate development on reserve, the Urban
Development Institute and the Aboriginal Economic Council held a joint seminar in
Vancouver in June of last year.

The issues of zoning, services, taxes, and financing

were discussed and among other possibilities, joint ventures were proposed as the
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"most flexible business arrangements". 75 As a possible option for development, the
Osoyoos Model was examined (an official community development plan by the
Osoyoos Band who has approximately 32,000 acres of land between Oliver and
Osoyoos, B.C.).

There are, of course, a host of other economic activities and possible opportunities.
The Lheit-Lit'en Nation has developed a mixed strategy for economic development.
They have already reduced their unemployment rate from 90 per cent to less than 40
per cent and they expect to cut that rate down to less than 20 per cent within the next
two to three years. Their long-term plan incorporates the development of businesses
which fit into the modern world while, at the same time, capitalizing on the knowledge
of the old ways. They believe that their knowledge of nature and the environment has
equiped them well for resource related enterprises and partnerships with nonaboriginal businesses.

They have already established thriving enterprises in

silviculture and fish and wild life management and they are in the process of creating a
logging enterprise using selective harvesting techniques in order to sustain the
resource. They also have plans for tourism ventures and a possible pre-fab modular
housing plant. 77

Commercial food fishing on the West Coast is obviously a primary source of job and
business opportunities. This is currently a very controversial issue which needs to be
resolved not only to the satisfaction of aboriginal and non-aboriginal people alike, but
also with a view toward a possible depletion of the resource if overfishing continues
from either side. In fact, if the resource disappears altogether, arguments over its use
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and extent of harvesting will become immaterial and everyone loses. Thus far, the
controversy could still be resolved in a win-win situation.

The Musqueam seized on a business opportunity which is also a "natural" venture for
aboriginal people on the West Coast, i.e. they started to repair and build boats. Celtic
Shipyards started as a repair shop servicing fishing boats and pleasure vessels and it
developed into a growing concern. There is a marine shop which sells materials to
those who prefer to work on their own boats and a luxury floating lodge serves as a
training base for 300 Native Fishing Association members who learn about
maintenance, navigation and the business in general. In February of last year, Celtic
won a large contract to build five fast-response boats for the port of Vancouver.78

There are also business opportunities in the arts and crafts since aboriginal culture
and art are enjoying a considerable revival. Even aboriginal fashion designers have
gained recognition and the Canadian Council for Native Business is sponsoring
Canada's first aboriginal fashion show and design competition in Toronto in March. A
fashion show was also part of the Nexus '92 native trade show held in Vancouver in
October of 1992.

Nexus '92 provided an interesting forum for aboriginal business people and for nonaboriginal businesses who are seeking joint ventures with aboriginal communities. A
trust company offered its services (Canada's first and largest Native owned trust
company) and so did the Canadian Council for Native Business (CCNB). "CCNB is a
national service organization which fosters profitable partnerships between the Native
and non-Native private sectors in the areas of business experience, education,
78
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•
training, networking and potential business opportunities.

CCNB also manages the

Native Business Internship Program which identifies and places Natives in corporate
management training positions."

Law firms with aboriginal lawyers offered their

expertise, the Osoyoos Indian Band in Oliver represented its large vineyards, the
Ktunaxa Tipi Co. offered traditional forms of housing and the Okanagan Indian Band
exhibited a model of a log home. Their Log Home Building Program is for Native
housing and economic development ventures such as recreational cabins, community
centres, and resort facilities. In all, there were close to 200 exhibitors from across
Canada and North America.

Finally, with the advent of micro computers, all aspects of communication, including
the development of software, become viable business opportunities for aboriginal
people.

Software should be user-friendly, and because of the cultural differences

between aboriginal and non-aboriginal people, much of the available software is not
particularly useful to aboriginal people and should, therefore, be developed by
aboriginal people for aboriginal people to ensure effective and efficient
communication.

These are, of course, merely a few examples of possible economic activity and
business ventures.

Many of these require some capital investment and all of them

require investment into human resources, i.e. into the education, training, and skills
development of aboriginal people, and a willingness to combine the old traditional
ways with contemporary non-aboriginal ways. Economic development will provide
greater financial independence for aboriginal people and communities which, in turn,
will lead to an increase in individual self-esteem and an expansion of collective power.
To ensure economic development over a longer term and on a sustainable basis,
however, the issues which impact on economic development must be addressed (as
61

discussed in section two of this paper) and aboriginal women, as fifty per cent of the
aboriginal population, must become equal partners in these developments.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, this paper is not exhaustive. It merely touches on some of the major issues
which affect aboriginal women and economic development, especially under the
traditional style of male-dominated leadership that is envisioned by the AFN.
Incomplete as the paper may be, we do believe, however, that we can claim with some
certainty that the problems affecting aboriginal women are of paramount importance
since they not only impact on the women, but also on the children (and, therefore, on
future generations) as well as society as a whole. Neither meaningful self-government
nor financial indepence for aboriginal peoples can be achieved on the basis of an
"ailing" society.
aboriginal women.

Therefore, the healing must come first, especially the healing of
The healing of women by implication facilitates the healing of their

children which, in turn, provides a way to break out of the destructive cycles through
which many of these "malaises" have been passed on from generation to generation.
It is the healing of all aboriginal people, but in particular of the women and children,
that is going to provide the foundation for strong and self-sufficient aboriginal nations
of the future - First Nations that will in the end become self-governing and financially
independent.
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